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Abstract This paper generalizes the canonical feature of signaling models that signaling costs are negatively correlated with productive capabilities. A worker has two characteristics – signaling cost (low/high) and productive capability (low/high) – each combination of which can be realized with positive probability. The main results identify one key condition to guarantee the existence of a unique (partially) separating equilibrium. This finding has new implications for the role of education or a pre-signaling stage that induces the condition to hold. Keywords and Phrases: Two correlated characteristics, Signaling JEL Classification Numbers: C72
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Introduction



Since the birth of the signaling model (Spence 1973), the assumption that signaling costs are negatively correlated with productive capabilities has been accepted as a canonical feature of signaling models. In general terms, this means that a type determines both a sender’s signaling cost and a receiver’s benefit in the specified way of pairing, with probability 1 (for a standard signaling model, see Kreps and Sobel (1994)). However, in the real world, a worker with a low signaling cost may also have a low productive capability, and in the same vein, a worker with a high signaling cost can have a high productive capability.1 This paper generalizes the feature by including positive correlation between signaling costs and productive capabilities. It is shown that, in contrast to Spence’s conjecture, there exists a unqiue (partially) separating equilibrium such that a type with a low signaling cost and a low productive capability can be distinguished from a type with a high signaling cost and a high productive capability.2 In this model, a worker has two characteristics – signaling cost (low/high) and productive capability (low/high) – each combination of which is a type that can be realized with positive probability. We apply the intuitive criterion to find a perfect Bayesian equilibrium (see Cho and Kreps (1987)). The main results identify one key condition that guarantees the existence of a unique (partially) separating equilibrium. It is that the conditional probability of the high productive capability given the low signaling cost is greater than the conditional probability of the high productive capability given the high signaling cost. The two types with different productive capabilities but the same signaling cost choose the same signal, but the two signaling costs can still be sorted based on two different signals. If the relationship above fails to hold, there exist multiple pooling equilibria, while no separating equilibrium exists. This model with two characteristics of information sheds light on a new role of education or a pre-signaling stage, in the literature, to induce a sorting outcome.3 First, in a population, 1



For example, consider a firm that can produce a high-quality product. It would be more natural to



assume both cases: the firm can incur a high cost in advertising the good and a low cost. 2



“It is not difficult to see that a signal will not effectively distinguish one applicant from another, unless



the costs of signaling are negatively correlated with productive capability. For if this condition fails to hold, given the offered wage schedule, everyone will invest in the signal in exactly the same way, so that they cannot be distinguished on the basis of the signal.” (p. 358 of Spence (1973)) 3



There is a long-standing argument about the role of education regarding its signaling effect versus its



human capital augmentation (e.g. see Wolpin (1977), Riley (1979), Lang and Kropp (1986), Tyler, Murnane and Willett (2000), Bedard (2001)).
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if the fraction of people with a high productive capability conditional on a low signaling cost can increase through education or pre-investment so that it is greater than the fraction of people with a high productive capability conditional on a high signaling cost, a unique separating equilibrium can be generated. Second, if the former is greater than the latter through an institutional selection procedure, a unique separating equilibrium exists. On the other hand, this presents two problems with implementing the outcome. From a positive perspective, the implementation may not be feasible since signaling costs are private information, and from a normative perspective, the implementation may not be socially desirable until discrimination over signaling costs in education or a pre-signaling stage can be justified.4 Previous papers that study multidimensional signaling (see Quinzii and Rochet (1985), Engers (1987) and Ramey (1996)) do not “leverage” the role of different correlations between signaling costs and productive capabilities in their multidimensional settings. Recently, Yoo (2016) provides a mechanism design approach to this type of information structure. The model is introduced in Section 2, and the main results are in Section 3. The proofs are collected in an appendix.
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Model



Consider a signaling model with positive correlation between signaling costs and productive capabilities, but it is otherwise standard.5 A worker can have one of two signaling costs, θ ∈ {H, L}, satisfying the single-crossing condition. The worker incurs cost c : R+ ×{H, L} → R+ of choosing a signal e. The signaling cost H has a lower marginal cost of signaling such that for each pair e0 > e ≥ 0, c(e0 , H) − c(e, H) < c(e0 , L) − c(e, L). In addition, the worker can have one of two productive capabilities, ω ∈ {A, B}. A firm obtains yω ∈ R+ if the worker with productive capability ω is employed. The productive capability A has a higher productivity level yA > yB . A type (θ, ω) ∈ {H, L} × {A, B} is 4



The second-degree price discrimination is well justified in the non-linear pricing.
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The main results hold with a more general model in which a sender and a receiver have payoffs satisfying



the following monotonicity properties for two correlated characteristics. The sender’s payoff satisfies the single-crossing condition only for signaling costs, strictly increasing in the receiver’s action and strictly decreasing in the sender’s signal. The receiver’s payoff yields a unique best response that is strictly increasing in the sender’s productive capabilities.
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(H, A)



(H, B)



(L, A)



(L, B)



Figure 1: Four types and their potential relationships realized with probability p(θ, ω), so there are four types in this model (see figure 1). We P assume that p(θ, ω) > 0 for all (θ, ω), while p satisfying (θ,ω)∈{H,L}×{A,B} p(θ, ω) = 1. The conditional probability of productive capability ω given signaling cost θ is denoted by p(ω|θ). Two risk-neutral firms engage in a Bertrand-style competition with simultaneous wage offers. The worker earns wage w ∈ R+ if he is hired by one of the two firms and has 0 outside option. The payoff of the worker is quasi-linear such that u = w −c(e, θ) if type (θ, ω) worker chooses a signal e and receives a wage w.6 The time line is as follows. Nature chooses (θ, ω) first, and then the worker chooses e. After observing e, the two firms simultaneously make wage offers. Finally, the worker accepts the highest wage and produces. If indifferent, he chooses either firm with equal probability. The worker’s strategy is a mapping E : {H, L} × {A, B} → R+ . After observing e, the two firms form (common posterior) belief µ(e), the probability that the worker with e has productive capability A. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium satisfying the intuitive criterion applies to finding an equilibrium. In equilibrium, the two firms’ wage offers based on a signal e must be identical to the expected productivity from the worker with e, which is denoted by E[y|e] = µ(e)yA + (1 − µ(e))yB . Let E[y] = [p(H, A) + p(L, A)]yA + [p(H, B) + p(L, B)]yB denote the fully pooling equilibrium wage, and Eθ [y] = p(A|θ)yA + p(B|θ)yB denote the partially pooling equilibrium wage conditional on each signaling cost θ ∈ {H, L}. It can be shown that the conditional probabilities of p satisfy the following relationship. The conditional probability of A given H is greater than the conditional probability of A given L if and only if the partially pooling equilibrium wage conditional on H is greater than the fully pooling equilibrium wage.7 That is, p(A|H) R p(A|L) ⇔ EH [y] R E[y]. 6



Note that a productive capability ω does not appear in the worker’s payoff.
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Note E[y] = [p(H, A) + p(L, A)]yA + [p(H, B) + p(L, B)]yB = p(H)[p(A|H)yA + p(B|H)yB ] +



p(L)[p(A|L)yA + p(B|L)yB ] = p(H)EH [y] + p(L)EL [y], where p(H) and p(L) are the marginal probabilities with respect to the signaling costs.
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Hence, the productivity distribution given H dominates the productivity distribution given L in terms of the monotone likelihood ratio if and only if the partially pooling equilibrium wage conditional on H is greater than the fully pooling equilibrium wage.
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Main results



The main results are stated after the three Lemmas below. The wage for a type (θ, ω), E[y|E(θ, ω)], can be from any arbitrary type of equilibrium, but in any equilibrium that separates one type (θ, ω) from another type (θ0 , ω 0 ), (θ, ω) 6= (θ0 , ω 0 ), each of the two types should not deviate to the other’s signal. The first Lemma is immediate from the fact that the worker’s productive capabilities do not affect his payoff. The two types with different productive capabilities but the same signaling cost must yield identical payoffs in equilibrium. Lemma 1 In any equilibrium, for each θ ∈ {H, L}, E[y|E(θ, A)] − c(E(θ, A), θ) = E[y|E(θ, B)] − c(E(θ, B), θ). The next Lemma shows that in equilibrium, the type with a low signaling cost chooses a higher level of signal than the type with a high signaling cost, when they are separated, regardless of the productive capabilities they pair with. Lemma 2 In any equilibrium, for each (ω, ω 0 ) ∈ {A, B} × {A, B}, E(H, ω 0 ) ≥ E(L, ω). Note that Lemma 2 holds not only for the same productive capability but also for different productive capabilities. This result implies the following monotonic relationship between signals of the two productive capabilities. In equilibrium, the type with a high productive capability chooses a higher signal than the type with a low productive capability, when they are separated, given the same signaling cost. Lemma 3 In any equilibrium, for each θ ∈ {H, L}, E(θ, A) ≥ E(θ, B). From Lemma 1 - Lemma 3, in any equilibrium, it must be that E(H, A) ≥ E(H, B) ≥ E(L, A) ≥ E(L, B). Now, we are ready to establish the main results. If p(A|H) > p(A|L), there exists a unique equilibrium. The equilibrium is partially separating such that the two types with different productive capabilities but the same signaling cost choose the same signal. If p(A|H) ≤ p(A|L), there exist multiple pooling equilibria satisfying the criterion, while no separating equilibrium exists. 4



Proposition 1



(i) If p(A|H) > p(A|L), there exists a unique equilibrium satisfying the



intuitive criterion such that it is partially separating with e = E(H, A) = E(H, B) > E(L, A) = E(L, B) = 0 where e satisfies EH [y] − c(e, L) = EL [y] − c(0, L). (ii) If p(A|H) ≤ p(A|L), there exists no separating equilibrium, and there exist multiple pooling equilbria satisfying the intuitive criterion for any e ∈ [0, e] where c(e, L) = E[y] − yB . Even with an initially given relationship p(A|H) ≤ p(A|L) in a population, if p(A|H) can increase through human capital investment during education or through an institutional selection procedure so that it is greater than p(A|L), a society can generate a unique partially separating equilibrium. However, there is the question of how discrimination over different signaling costs can be implemented, and of whether it is socially desirable, especially in the real world.



Appendix: Proofs Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose not, i.e., E(H, ω 0 ) < E(L, ω). Then, E[y|E(H, ω 0 )] − c(E(H, ω 0 ), H) ≥ E[y|E(L, ω)] − c(E(L, ω), H), E[y|E(L, ω)] − c(E(L, ω), L) ≥ E[y|E(H, ω 0 )] − c(E(H, ω 0 ), L), which implies c(E(L, ω), H) − c(E(H, ω 0 ), H) ≥ c(E(L, ω), L) − c(E(H, ω 0 ), L). This is a contradiction with the single-crossing condition. Proof of Lemma 3.



Show that E(H, A) ≥ E(H, B). Suppose E(H, A) < E(H, B).



From Lemma 2, E(H, B) > E(L, A) and E(H, B) > E(L, B), which implies that E[y|E(H, B)] = yB ≤ E[y|E(H, A)]. Then, type (H, B) can increase its payoff by deviating to E(H, A). Now, show that E(L, A) ≥ E(L, B). Suppose E(L, A) < E(L, B). From Lemma 2, E(L, A) < E(H, A) and E(L, A) < E(H, B), which implies that E[y|E(L, A)] = yA ≥ E[y|E(L, B)]. Then, type (L, B) can increase its payoff by deviating to E(L, B). Proof of Proposition 1. Case 1. E(H, A) 6= E(H, B) Then, from Lemma 3, E(H, A) > E(H, B). 5



Step 1. Show E(H, B) = E(L, A). Suppose E(H, B) 6= E(L, A). From Lemma 2, E(H, B) > E(L, A). Then, E[y|E(H, B)] − c(E(H, B), H) ≥ E[y|E(L, A)] − c(E(L, A), H), ⇔ c(E(L, A), H) − c(E(H, B), H) ≥ E[y|E(L, A)] − E[y|E(H, B)] ≥ 0, where the last inequality follows from E[y|E(L, A)] ≥ E[y|E(H, B)] = yB , which yields a contradiction. Step 2. Show E(H, B) = E(L, A) = E(L, B) to satisfy the intuitive criterion. Suppose not. From Step 1 and Lemma 3, E(L, A) > E(L, B). Lemma 2 and Step 1 show that the indifference curve of types (H, A) and (H, B) and that of types (L, A) and (L, B) intersect at E(H, B) = E(L, A), so the single-crossing implies that they should not intersect again. Hence, E[y|E(H, B)] − c(E(H, B), H) > yB − c(E(L, B), H), E[y|E(H, A)] − c(E(H, A), H) > yB − c(E(L, B), H). Then there exists e0 > E(L, B) sufficiently close to E(L, B) such that E[y|E(H, A)] − c(E(H, A), H) > yB − c(e0 , H), E[y|E(H, B)] − c(E(H, B), H) > yB − c(e0 , H). It remains to show that either type (L, A) or type (L, B) has an incentive to deviate to e0 . From Lemma 1, E[y|E(L, A)] − c(E(L, A), L) = yB − c(E(L, B), L). Since E[y|e0 ] = p(A|L)yA + p(B|L)yB > yB , for e0 > E(L, B) sufficiently close to E(L, B), we have E[y|e0 ] − c(e0 , L) > yB − c(E(L, B), L), E[y|e0 ] − c(e0 , L) > E[y|E(L, A)] − c(E(L, A), L). Remark: The above step is essential, since for E(H, A) > E(H, B) = E(L, A) > E(L, B), we cannot guarantee a profitable deviation of either type (H, A) or type (H, B). It can be guaranteed only with E(H, B) = E(L, A) = E(L, B), as will be shown below. Step 3. Show that E(H, A) > E(H, B) = E(L, A) = E(L, B) does not satisfy the criterion. 6



From separation between E(H, A) and E(L, A), E[y|E(L, A)] − c(E(L, A), L) ≥ yA − c(E(H, A), H) > yA − c(E(H, A), L), E[y|E(L, B)] − c(E(L, B), L) ≥ yA − c(E(H, A), H) > yA − c(E(H, A), L), where the last inequality follows from c(e, H) < c(e, L) for all e > 0. Hence, there exists e0 < E(H, A) sufficiently close to E(H, A) such that E[y|E(L, A)] − c(E(L, A), L) > yA − c(e0 , L), E[y|E(L, B)] − c(E(L, B), L) > yA − c(e0 , L). Now, it remains to examine that either type (H, A) or type (H, B) has an incentive to deviate to e0 . Note that    p(B|H) + p(B|L) p(A|L) yA + yB , E[y|e ] = p(A|H)yA +p(B|H)yB and E[y|E(H, B)] = 1 + p(B|H) 1 + p(B|H) 



0



so E[y|e0 ] > E[y|E(H, B)] since E[y|e0 ] − E[y|E(H, B)]     p(A|H) − p(A|L) + p(A|H)p(B|H) p(B|L) − p(B|H)p(B|H) = yA − yB > 0, 1 + p(B|H) 1 + p(B|H) where yA > yB and p(A|H) − p(A|L) + p(A|H)p(B|H) p(B|L) − p(B|H)p(B|H) − 1 + p(B|H) 1 + p(B|H) p(A|H) − p(A|L) + p(A|H)p(B|H) − p(B|L) + p(B|H)p(B|H) = 1 + p(B|H) p(A|H) − p(A|L) − p(B|L) + p(B|H) = = 0. 1 + p(B|H) Case 2. E(H, A) = E(H, B) We show that E(L, A) 6= E(L, B) does not satisfy the criterion. If E(L, A) 6= E(L, B), from Lemma 3, E(L, A) > E(L, B). Using a similar procedure as Step 2 of Case 1, one can show that this does not satisfy the criterion. Hence, if there exists an equilibrium, E(H, A) = E(H, B) ≥ E(L, A) = E(L, B). If p(A|H) > p(A|L), then EH [y] > E[y], so by invoking an argument similar to that in a typical model with the negative correlation between signaling costs and productive capabilities, the criterion implies a unique separating equilibrium.
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Now, let p(A|H) ≤ p(A|L). Then EH [y] ≤ E[y] ≤ EL [y]. If there is a separating equilibrium, e = E(H, A) = E(H, B) > E(L, A) = E(L, B) = e0 , and for either type (H, A) or type (H, B), EH [y] − c(e, H) ≥ EL [y] − c(e0 , H). This leads to a contradiction, since 0 ≥ EH [y] − EL [y] ≥ c(e, H) − c(e0 , H) > 0. It is shown that any pooling equilibrium with e ∈ [0, e] such that c(e, L) = E[y] − yB satisfies the criterion. Suppose there exists a signal e0 to which either type (L, A) or type (L, B) has an incentive to deviate, while neither type (H, A) nor type (H, B) has an incentive to deviate to such e0 , even when he is paid the highest wage, i.e., EL [y]. Then, for either type (H, A) or type (H, B), E[y] − c(e, H) > EL [y] − c(e0 , H). Since EL [y] ≥ E[y], it follows that e0 > e, so the single-crossing implies E[y] − c(e, L) > EL [y] − c(e0 , L). Hence, either type (L, A) or type (L, B) has no incentive to deviate to such e0 . Suppose there exists a signal e0 to which either type (H, A) or type (H, B) has an incentive to deviate, while neither type (L, A) nor type (L, B) has an incentive to deviate to such e0 , even when he is paid the highest wage, i.e., EL [y]. Then, for either type (L, A) or type (L, B), E[y] − c(e, L) > EL [y] − c(e0 , L). Since EL [y] ≥ E[y], it follows that e0 > e. For such e0 , either type (H, A) or type (H, B) has an incentive to deviate if EH [y] − c(e0 , H) > E[y] − c(e, H), which leads to a contradiction since 0 > c(e, H) − c(e0 , H) > E[y] − EH [y] ≥ 0.
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